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			Build machine learning (ML) solutions for Java development. This book shows you that when designing ML apps, data is the key driver and must be considered throughout all phases of the project life cycle. Practical Java Machine Learning helps you understand the importance of data and how to organize it for use within your ML project. You will be introduced to tools which can help you identify and manage your data including JSON, visualization, NoSQL databases, and cloud platforms including Google Cloud Platform and Amazon Web Services.

		


		
			Practical Java Machine Learning includes multiple projects, with particular focus on the Android mobile platform and features such as sensors, camera, and connectivity, each of which produce data that can power unique machine learning solutions. You will learn to build a variety of applications that demonstrate the capabilities of the Google Cloud Platform machine learning API, including data visualization for Java; document classification using the Weka ML environment; audio file classification for Android using ML with spectrogram voice data; and machine learning using device sensor data.

		


		
			After reading this book, you will come away with case study examples and projects that you can take away as templates for re-use and exploration for your own machine learning programming projects with Java.
		


		
			What You Will Learn

		
				
					Identify, organize, and architect the data required for ML projects
	
					Deploy ML solutions in conjunction with cloud providers such as Google and Amazon
	
					Determine which algorithm is the most appropriate for a specific ML problem
	
					Implement Java ML solutions on Android mobile devices
	
					Create Java ML solutions to work with sensor data
	
					Build Java streaming based solutions


		

		
			Who This Book Is For

		


		
			Experienced Java developers who have not implemented machine learning techniques before.
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Advanced Control of Industrial Processes: Structures and Algorithms (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2006

	
		This book presents the concepts and algorithms of advanced industrial process control and on-line optimization within the framework of a multilayer structure. It describes the interaction of three separate layers of process control: direct control, set-point control, and economic optimization. The book features illustrations of the...
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Understand, Manage, and Prevent Algorithmic Bias: A Guide for Business Users and Data ScientistsApress, 2019

	
		Are algorithms friend or foe?

	
		The human mind is evolutionarily designed to take shortcuts in order to survive. We jump to conclusions because our brains want to keep us safe. A majority of our biases work in our favor, such as when we feel a car speeding in our direction is dangerous and we instantly move, or when we...
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Biometric System and Data Analysis: Design, Evaluation, and Data MiningSpringer, 2008
Biometric systems are being used in more places and on a larger scale than ever before. As these systems mature, it is vital to ensure the practitioners responsible for development and deployment, have a strong understanding of the fundamentals of tuning biometric systems.  The focus of biometric research over the past four decades has...
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Pocket PC Network ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2003
Pocket PC Network Programming is  the resource developers need to exploit the power of mobile technology and  high-speed wireless connections. This book is a comprehensive tutorial and  reference for writing network applications on Pocket PC 2002 and Pocket PC 2002  Phone Edition devices. It...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 ReplicationApress, 2009
Pro SQL Server 2008 Replication is for MS database developers and administrators who want to learn about the different types of replication and those best suited to SQL Server 2008. This book will also cover advanced topics like replication with heterogeneous databases, backup and recovery of replicated databases, database mirroring with...
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Automating Windows AdministrationApress, 2004

	Author Stein Borge has written a problem and solution-oriented text. In this follow-up edition, he thoroughly explains automating common administrative tasks for all business versions of Windows that rely on the Windows Script Host (WSH).


	This book introduces new features of recent WSH versions, then discusses...
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